BNZ-BusinessNZ PMI is a monthly survey of the manufacturing sector
providing an early indicator of activity levels. A PMI reading above 50
points indicates manufacturing activity is expanding; below 50 indicates it
is contracting. The main PMI and sub-index results are seasonally adjusted.

Manufacturing still flat in October, but
small green shoots
BNZ - BusinessNZ PMI for October 2010








The BNZ - BusinessNZ seasonally adjusted PMI for October (49.7) remained
almost unchanged from September and shows the sector has yet to get over
the line and back into expansionary territory. It was much the same as this
time last year and the third consecutive month under the 50.0.
On a more positive note, three of the five seasonally adjusted main diffusion
indices were in slight expansion, with employment (51.5) new orders (51.0)
and deliveries (52.0), all edging into positive territory. Production (46.0)
dipped two points from September and down 5.5 points on this time last year.
Finished stocks (49.9) recovered 1.9 points on last month but remains flat.
Unadjusted results by region showed some change in activity levels for most
regions. The Northern (56.3), Central (54.8) and Otago/Southland regions
(53.7) were in expansion and improved on last month, while
Canterbury/Westland (49.5) slipped back into contraction, though the
relatively strong expansion in new orders for that region (56.1) bodes well for
future growth being just around the corner. Canterbury and Westland could
have been feeling the delayed after effects of the earthquake.
Manufacturing by industry sub-groups continued to be a mixture of expansion
and decline during October. The categories experiencing the strongest
expansion again included food, beverage & tobacco (64.2) continuing similar
growth to last month. Petroleum, coal, chemical & associated products
(52.4) is still expanding, metal product manufacturing improved 5.1 points
into expansion territory (52.1), while machinery & equipment manufacturing
(56.5) went up 5.9 points on last month. Of those in contraction, wood &
paper product manufacturing (47.8) continued to contract, but is 2.4 points
better than last month. New orders are all in expansion for the categories
mentioned above, apart from wood and paper manufacturing which still has
some way to go (40.6).



The comments about market conditions showed the proportion of negative
comments (56.2%) versus positive comments (43.8%) were virtually
unchanged from last month. Negative comments focused mainly on
customer caution and slow demand. Positive comments that were recurring
themes were exporting, particularly the Australian market and new orders
relating to the season.



The Australian manufacturing sector is also subdued on 49.4 for October.

The BNZ - BusinessNZ Performance of
Manufacturing Index is a monthly survey of the
manufacturing sector providing an early indicator
of activity levels. A PMI reading above 50 points
indicates manufacturing activity is expanding;
below 50 indicates it is contracting. The main
PMI and sub-index results are seasonally
adjusted.

HIGHLIGHTS

Seasonally-adjusted PMI remains almost
unchanged from September to October,
recording a third consecutive value
under 50.0.
On a more positive note, three of the five
main indices recorded expansion,
although only just.
Unadjusted regional activity shows all
are in expansion now, apart from
Canterbury/Westland,
though
new
orders in that region bode well for future
months.
The proportion of negative comments is
largely the same as last month, with
comments focused on a lack of orders
and customer caution.

Next BNZ - BusinessNZ PMI:
16 December 2010

SPONSOR STATEMENT
BNZ is delighted to be associated with the
Performance of Manufacturing Index (PMI) and
BusinessNZ. This association brings together
the significant experience of leading business
advocacy body BusinessNZ, and business
finance specialist BNZ. We look forward to
continuing our association with BusinessNZ and
associated regional organisations, and to playing
our part in the ongoing development of the New
Zealand manufacturing sector.
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BNZ-BusinessNZ PMI is a monthly survey of the manufacturing sector
providing an early indicator of activity levels. A PMI reading above 50
points indicates manufacturing activity is expanding; below 50 indicates it
is contracting. The main PMI and sub-index results are seasonally adjusted.

BNZ - BusinessNZ Performance of Manufacturing Index Time
Series (Aug 2002 - Oct 2010)
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The BNZ - BusinessNZ PMI contains
data obtained through Business
NZ’s regional organisations:

Northern
(Employers
and
Manufacturers
Association - Northern): Northland, Auckland,
Waikato, Bay of Plenty

Central (Employers’ Chamber of Commerce
Central): Gisborne, Hawke’s Bay, Taranaki,
Manawatu, Wanganui, Wellington, Nelson,
Tasman

Canterbury/Westland (Canterbury Employers
Chamber
of
Commerce):
Canterbury,
Marlborough, West Coast

Otago/Southland (Otago Southland Employers
Association): Otago, Southland.
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The Good and the Bad


PMI plateaus, at breakeven



Current production soft



Earthquake a negative



New orders, employment encouraging
The PMI sits close to where it has been over the past
four months around the breakeven 50 mark (on a
seasonally adjusted basis). This gives the sense the
manufacturing sector has reached a plateau in recent
months following a rather sharp, but short, bounce earlier
in 2010. This earlier bounce, which saw the PMI rise
above 58 in April (the highest since 2004) was, of course,
off the very low base established during the recession.
The flattening out and general feeling of stabilisation in
the overall PMI over recent months masks some opposing
and distinct undercurrents in the details. There were
certainly good bits and bad bits in the October survey,
even though they broadly net each other out.
The bad bits seem centred on the here and now.
This is most noticeable in current production. The PMI
production sub-index has slid significantly, following its
most recent peak above 60 (seasonally adjusted) in April
this year. Last month, the production index dipped below
50 for the first time in over a year when it fell to 48.0.
Disconcertingly, the decline continued to 46.0 in October.
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Extra weakness this month seems to be related to the
Canterbury earthquake, judging by the unadjusted regional
results for the PMI. While the unadjusted nationwide PMI
displayed its usual seasonal rise in October in lifting to
54.3, the Canterbury/Westland region was the notable
laggard in being the only region where the PMI came in
below 50 (on an unadjusted basis). There were a
smattering of negative comments from respondents
relating to the earthquake and its impact on business.
PMI

60

PMI production

Seasonally
adjusted

Certainly the housing market remains soft. The renewed
weakness in building consents and house construction is
likely one factor dampening manufacturing production.
This will be adding to the softness in the non-residential
building sector that has been evident for some time.
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Ongoing sluggishness in domestic demand is likely
one factor behind the weakening production picture.
Households have shown spending restraint over recent
times despite some improvement in the labour market
and solid levels of consumer confidence. Balance sheet
improvement appears to be high on the household
agenda, partly at the expense of current consumption
and investment.
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What about the good bits in this month’s survey?
These were concentrated in the new orders and
employment indices that came in at 51.0 and 51.5
respectively in October. Both these are at similar levels
to last month and both indicative of expansion. By their
nature, the new orders and employment components are
more forward-looking than, say, the current production
component. So, we take some comfort that while current
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production is looking a bit soft, reflecting the dip in
new orders through July and August as well as the
earthquake, the forward-looking indicators suggest
some improvement ahead.

Diffusion Index,
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There were also pockets of positiveness regarding
exports. However, looking through the respondent
comments regarding exports reveals that external
demand conditions are far from uniform for the
manufacturing sector at present. Respondent comments
regarding exports certainly covered the full spectrum
of perspectives. For example, some words used by
respondents to describe exports were ‘slowdown’,
‘low’, ‘non-existent’, and ‘sluggish’. Yet others described
exports with words like ‘upturn’, ‘new business’,
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‘increased orders’, and ‘more work’. Then there were
those in between with ‘stabilising’ and even one exporter
describing exports as both ‘strong’ and ‘tough’ depending
on the market.
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Such a diverse range of views is not surprising and
highlights the uneven nature of the world economy as
well as the relative strengths and weakness across
various currencies. Of those respondents that did
mention particular markets there was a general positive
Asia/Australia and negative US/Europe theme that fits
with the general lopped-sidedness in global economic
growth at present.
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